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SUMMARY

This article examines the regulatory remedies in the enforcement of consumer law regarding the quality and safety standards of goods in Ghana. The article argues that the remedies which the regulatory institutions administer in their enforcement of consumer law in Ghana are focused mainly on punishing the manufacturer or seller of the goods. The article further contends that there are presently no provisions in the regulatory remedies for the manufacturer or seller who breached the established quality and safety standards of goods to compensate affected consumers on account of the breach. As a result, consumers only have access to common law remedies in tort for the manufacturer’s or seller’s negligence. However, this reprieve is illusory for many Ghanaian consumers as litigation is expensive and in most cases, beyond the reach of the average consumer in Ghana. Consequently, this article advocates for the adoption of the redress category of the enhanced consumer measures (ECMs) similarly introduced by the UK Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA 2015) to secure administrative remedies for consumers as part of the regulatory remedies in the enforcement of consumer law regarding the quality and safety standards of goods in Ghana.
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I Introduction

We are in an era of increasing technological advancement in almost all aspects of human life including the production of goods (products) of every description that make our daily lives ever more comfortable.1 The growing novelty in the production of the range of goods continuously intensifies the presence of complex goods at the doorsteps of consumers in almost every country around the globe, eliminating the shortage of goods that hitherto characterized the pre-industrialized and pre-liberalized eras.2 However, these technically complex products at the forefront of consumers have introduced fresh concerns regarding health and safety risks inherent in many of the goods. To safeguard consumers against potential health and safety risks, most countries, including Ghana, have established institutions with the core mandate of devising and regulating the health and safety standards of the various goods that are allowed entry into the market.3 This aligns with one of the central themes of the United Nations (UN) Guidelines for Consumer Protection,4 which urge governments, especially in developing countries, to "adopt or encourage the adoption of appropriate measures, including … safety regulations, national or international standards, voluntary standards, and the maintenance of safety records to ensure that products are safe for either intended or normally foreseeable use".5 This is also reflected in the European Union (formerly European Economic Community) Directive on Product Safety 1992, as amended in 2001 for the protection of consumers from the health and safety threats of manufactured products, especially within the EU Member States.6 The health and safety regulation, either influenced by international or regional safety measures, demonstrates a great deal of importance attached to the health and safety of consumer products that are permissible for entry into the consumer market across many jurisdictions, including Ghana. The manifested institutionalization of the regulatory establishments to devise and promulgate minimum quality and safety standards products ought to meet to safeguard consumers from health and safety hazards deserves commendation. However, the bottom line of product quality and safety regulation is enforcement and effective judicial protection of the rights of consumers in the face of infringement.7 It is significant to note that the enforcement of consumer law should result in effective redress to persons who are victims of the infringement.8 It has rightly been argued that the crucial aspect of regulatory enforcement hinges on effectively securing access to justice for consumers.9 This is consistent with the observation that consumer rights are human rights.10
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nutshell, the practical usefulness of product quality and safety standards regulation will remain illusory without enforcement and redress to consumers as victims of regulatory breaches. Against this backdrop, this article seeks to examine the regulatory remedies at the disposal of regulatory enforcers of quality and safety standards of consumer products in Ghana. Essentially, while enforcement of the quality and safety standards is crucial, a significant missing link will continue to fester in the absence of comprehensive remedies regulators could apply in their enforcement exploits. The central question, therefore, is whether the assigned remedies to the regulatory institutions are adequate to safeguard the rights of consumers in Ghana. It has been argued that a comprehensive framework of consumer law is pivotal in lubricating the wheels of effective consumer protection. While issues of deficiencies of consumer law broadly conceived have so far led to the adoption of a Consumer Protection Policy 2014, which is currently before the Drafting Department of the Ministry of Justice and Attorney General for transposing into a Bill, a crucial part that appeared to suffer marginalization is the issue of remedies which regulatory institutions could apply in the enforcement of consumer law in Ghana. In particular, key questions as to whether the enforcement powers of the regulatory institutions cover relief for consumers who purchased goods which are found to substantially deviate from the approved quality and safety regulatory standards remain uncertain. This article, therefore, examines the adequacy of the remedies of the regulatory institutions in their enforcement of consumer law in Ghana. The analysis of the regulatory remedies of the various institutions in Ghana will be appraised in comparison with the remedies at the disposal of regulators in other jurisdictions with a particular focus on South Africa and the UK. The comparative appraisal of the enforcement remedies of the regulatory institutions is particularly important to assist in resolving lapses in the law in Ghana for effective consumer protection.

The article is divided into seven sections. The first section is this introduction which lays out the background of this article. The second section provides brief highlights of some of the key regulatory establishments in Ghana. This covers the core mandate of the regulatory institutions concerning product quality and safety standards in Ghana. The third section concerns the enforcement measures of the regulatory institutions in Ghana. The fourth part considers the remedies at the disposal of the regulatory institutions in enforcing product quality and safety standards in Ghana. This is complemented by a highlight of the deficiencies of the remedies in advancing the goals of consumer protection in Ghana. Lessons from the supply of services to consumers are then appraised under section five. Section six further examines the law in South Africa and the UK for possible lessons. Section seven provides a conclusion to the article, highlighting the argument and contribution of this article.

2 INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS FOR PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY REGULATION IN GHANA

The Parliament of Ghana created and empowered a number of institutions to devise and promulgate standards with the object of ensuring that only products that comply with the devised standards are legally permitted to enter the arena of the consumer market in Ghana. One such institutional framework is the Ghana Standards Authority (GSA). The GSA, a creature of the Ghana Standards Act 1973, wields the mandate of establishing and promulgating quality and safety standards with the object of ensuring that goods meant for consumer use, whether locally produced or imported, are of high quality and safe for consumption. The GSA also exercises regulatory oversight over the use of weights and measures in Ghana as the appointed custodian of the Weights and Measurements Act 1975. Significantly, the GSA–devised standards are generally consistent with international standards. The standards largely constitute the minimum benchmarks for both imported and domestically produced goods in Ghana. It is significant to note from the outset that the GSA is a general standards organization and its formulated standards span over the diverse fields of industry and commerce.

Beyond the GSA as a general standards organization, several sector-specific establishments oversee the quality and safety of consumer products. One of these sector-specific institutional frameworks is the Food and Drugs Authority (FDA). Established by the Public Health Act 2012, the FDA has the primary responsibility of providing and enforcing the law on the quality and safety standards of food, food additives, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, drugs, vaccines, medical devices and household chemical substances as specified under section 81 of the Public Health Act 2012. The statute charges the FDA to ensure that the standards for food, drugs, cosmetics, household chemicals and medical devices are adequate and effective. In performing its functions, the FDA is also to advise the Minister on measures for the protection of the health of consumers and the preparation of effective regulations.

Another critical regulatory architecture in the quality and safety control within the sector-specific arena is the Energy Commission (EC). The EC has overall regulatory oversight over household appliances such as air conditioners,
A number of enforcement measures are set aside for the regulatory institutions to deploy to bring about compliance with the established and promulgated quality and safety standards. One of the powers at the disposal of regulators of institutions is the inspection of product quality and safety standards with the primary object of pre-empting breaches. There are two notable strands of inspection directed at compelling compliance with the defined standards for the quality and safety of manufactured goods. The two common features of inspection that cut across regulatory institutions are pre-market inspection and post-market surveillance. Typically, the pre-market inspection entails a technical audit of the production facilities, materials or ingredients, and manufacturing processes among others particularly focusing on compliance with the laydown standards. As part of the pre-market inspection, the institutions also conduct laboratory investigations of manufactured product samples to establish the final products’ compliance with the stipulated standards. In the case of the GSA for example, its mandate of inspection transcends beyond the inspection of the manufacturing process of domestic factories to include destination inspection of imported high-risk goods.

With inspection as a requirement for the determination of the quality and safety standards of products, the threshold of the FDA product inspection must strictly be met for clearance to trade in products such as food products,27 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices, and household chemical substances.30 Consequently, products under the control of the FDA are not permitted for sale in Ghana unless they are registered by the FDA, after being satisfied that the products are of the right quality and safe for consumer use. The statute, therefore, banned persons from manufacturing, preparing, importing, exporting, distributing, selling, supplying or exhibiting for sale of food products,31 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices or household chemical substances without the FDA inspection and registration.32 A person is also not allowed to label, package, sell or advertise food,33 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices or household chemical substances contrary to the FDA regulation or guidelines.34

The EC also regulates the labelling of appliances with accurate information as an important catalyst for informed consumer decision-making.22 The National Communication Authority (NCA) is another institution that cannot be ignored in respect of its role in the protection of consumers in Ghana. The NCA has the overall regulatory responsibility of maintaining high standards of telecommunication equipment in Ghana including, among others, television and radio equipment, mobile phones, printers and computers.24 The NCA protects the interests of consumers by facilitating the availability of quality equipment for both operators and consumers as part of its primary mandate.25 Communication equipment and systems are required to ‘be of such standard and technical specifications as to (c) guarantee customer safety’.26

The mandate of the institutional frameworks outlined above typically illustrates the tacit recognition of the importance of product quality and safety standards regulation as a key device for the protection of consumers in Ghana. The quality and safety regulation of consumer products has both health and economic implications for consumers. Thus, the consumption of quality and safe products is not only crucial to the health of consumers but also ensures that consumers get value for money. Central to the present review, the various institutions are to ensure that the recognized minimum standards for the class of products in their domain meet those standards. The products’ compliance with the minimum standards signals the safety of those goods for consumer usage. As noted earlier, however, the crucial part of standards regulation is enforcement of the standards and not merely the establishment of the standards. The key question then is, what are the measures for the enforcement of the quality and safety standards devised by these regulatory institutions?

3 ENFORCEMENT OF PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY STANDARDS

A number of enforcement measures are set aside for the regulatory institutions to deploy to bring about compliance with the established and promulgated quality and safety standards. One of the powers at the disposal of regulators of institutions is the inspection of product quality and safety standards with the primary object of pre-empting breaches. There are two notable strands of inspection directed at compelling compliance with the defined standards for the quality and safety of manufactured goods. The two common features of inspection that cut across regulatory institutions are pre-market inspection and post-market surveillance. Typically, the pre-market inspection entails a technical audit of the production facilities, materials or ingredients, and manufacturing processes among others particularly focusing on compliance with the laydown standards. As part of the pre-market inspection, the institutions also conduct laboratory investigations of manufactured product samples to establish the final products’ compliance with the stipulated standards. In the case of the GSA for example, its mandate of inspection transcends beyond the inspection of the manufacturing process of domestic factories to include destination inspection of imported high-risk goods.

With inspection as a requirement for the determination of the quality and safety standards of products, the threshold of the FDA product inspection must strictly be met for clearance to trade in products such as food products,27 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices, and household chemical substances. Consequently, products under the control of the FDA are not permitted for sale in Ghana unless they are registered by the FDA, after being satisfied that the products are of the right quality and safe for consumer use. The statute, therefore, banned persons from manufacturing, preparing, importing, exporting, distributing, selling, supplying or exhibiting for sale of food products,31 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices or household chemical substances without the FDA inspection and registration.32 A person is also not allowed to label, package, sell or advertise food,33 drugs, herbal medicinal products, cosmetics, medical devices or household chemical substances contrary to the FDA regulation or guidelines.34

The EC also regulates the labelling of appliances with accurate information as an important catalyst for informed consumer decision-making. The National Communication Authority (NCA) is another institution that cannot be ignored in respect of its role in the protection of consumers in Ghana. The NCA has the overall regulatory responsibility of maintaining high standards of telecommunication equipment in Ghana including, among others, television and radio equipment, mobile phones, printers and computers. The NCA protects the interests of consumers by facilitating the availability of quality equipment for both operators and consumers as part of its primary mandate. Communication equipment and systems are required to ‘be of such standard and technical specifications as to (c) guarantee customer safety’. The mandate of the institutional frameworks outlined above typically illustrates the tacit recognition of the importance of product quality and safety standards regulation as a key device for the protection of consumers in Ghana. The quality and safety regulation of consumer products has both health and economic implications for consumers. Thus, the consumption of quality and safe products is not only crucial to the health of consumers but also ensures that consumers get value for money. Central to the present review, the various institutions are to ensure that the recognized minimum standards for the class of products in their domain meet those standards. The products’ compliance with the minimum standards signals the safety of those goods for consumer usage. As noted earlier, however, the crucial part of standards regulation is enforcement of the standards and not merely the establishment of the standards. The key question then is, what are the measures for the enforcement of the quality and safety standards devised by these regulatory institutions?
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regulatory departments maintained electronic catalogues of compliant products to assist with consumer education. The second limb of inspection that is predominantly used by the regulatory bodies to deter breaches of the law, as noted earlier, is post-market surveillance. Instructively, post-market surveillance may be at the instance of the institution or may be triggered by a complaint. Post-market surveillance allows regulators to sample and test products on the market to ascertain whether the final products on the market are continuously compliant with the established standards and safe for consumer use. For example, the GSA Product Certification Scheme underscored that the quality of certified products is 'continuously monitored through surveillance of the factory’s quality management system, testing of samples from the factory and open market. The NCA Type Approval Guidelines also provide that “[t]he Authority shall perform market surveillance activities from time to time to ensure that only type approved AQ2

Electronic Communication Equipment (ECE) is sold in Ghana. The primary object of conducting monitoring and surveillance of the market is to get rid of goods that do not comply with the regulatory standards and are detrimental to the health and safety of consumers.

Closely linked to product inspection is product certification. The regulatory institutions provide certification to approved goods through registration and regulation of the use of standard marks of conformity. Mostly, products that meet the minimum standards following inspection become suited for conformity certification by the regulatory institutions. As set out in the Standards Act, for example, ‘any person desiring to use a standard mark in connection with goods, commodity, process or practice, may apply to the Board in the manner determined or prescribed by the Board’. Similarly, the Certification Mark Rules, state that ‘[e]very person desirous to have the licence … shall apply … to the GSA’. Before the grant of a licence, the various regulators will have to satisfy themselves that the goods, commodity, process or practice in question duly conform to the adopted standard specifications. A typical illustration of this is set out under the GSA Product Certification Scheme that '[t]he certification Mark requires determination of conformity of products to Ghana Standards through product sampling, testing and assessment of the factory

quality management system.' It is also instructive to note that certified products are continuously being monitored through assembling and testing of product samples, both from the factory and open market as noted earlier.

Consequently, the use of the various institutions’ standard marks of conformity is an indication of the goods complying with the established standards, and assurance to consumers that the goods are of the required quality and reasonably safe for consumption. The emerging point is that if the requirements of the law are effectively enforced, it would enhance the position of consumers in Ghana. It is evident that if the various standard marks of conformity are not abused, for example, it will go a long way to protect consumers from substandard goods and their associated hazards, and equally uphold the economic interest of consumers. Consequently, this will help consumers to make more intelligent purchasing decisions, since substandard goods will not receive regulatory approval and assign the standard marks of conformity.

From the above review, it is evident that the institutions use a variety of measures such as pre-market inspection, market surveillance, laboratory investigations, and certification in their enforcement of the regulatory standards for the quality and safety of consumer products in Ghana. Arguably, the primary target of the various enforcement measures focuses on preventing products that are not compliant with the established regulatory standards from being sold to consumers. While prevention is a highly desirable goal of public policy, it remains insufficient without remedial actions for consumers who are hurt by a breach.

More importantly, safeguarding consumers is subject to adherence to the regulatory standards, the trouble is where these standards are being undermined by manufacturers, importers and traders. In particular, recent evidence from various regulatory surveillance consistently points to a wide range of infiltration of substandard products into the Ghanaian market. While commenting on the magnitude of substandard and adulterated goods proliferation on the market culminating in regulators issuing several public health alerts and warnings, Dowouna-Hammond argued that regulators overly face formidable challenges in their oversight monitoring of product health and safety compliance. The author further observed that the overwhelming onslaught of non-compliance goods is acute in cases of drugs and food products that are imported into the country. The widespread substandard products on the market arena raise critical questions
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ENFORCEMENT OF PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY STANDARDS IN GHANA

4 Remedies for Breach

As noted previously, remedies for breach of the quality and safety standards of products are as important as the standards and their enforcement. Without being required to remedy the breach, there will be no incentive for future compliance and violators may persist in breaching the law with impunity. Therefore, regulatory enforcement remedies are crucial to induce future compliance. Against this backdrop, the regulatory bodies in Ghana are vested with some remedies to administer against manufacturers or traders who contravene the standards in the manufacture and product sale enterprise.

Seizure of infringing goods is one of the remedies available to regulatory enforcers of product quality and safety standards in Ghana. Inspectors of the various regulatory institutions are clothed with the requisite powers to seize goods that contravene any provision of the rules, including goods labelled in such a way as to be deceptive, misleading, or false. Not only do they wield the power to upset the sale of the infringing goods to consumers, but they may also destroy the goods, or order the re-exportation of the goods, if they were originally imported and it is impossible to remedy the deficiency. In the case of the NCA, the National Communications Regulations permits the authority to confiscate seized communication equipment brought into the jurisdiction without authorization. In Aenusahaan Company Ltd v. National Communication Authority, the imported electronic communications equipment was seized and confiscated on the alleged ground that no prior approval was granted. Before the court verdict, however, the equipment was returned when the NCA discovered that approval had been granted. It is worth noting that the case was concerned with a radio station’s electronic communications equipment. The case nevertheless illustrates the enforcement remedy available to the NCA which can be activated in instances of imported communication equipment for consumer use without the NCA certifying their quality and safety standards. While it may be argued that the rationale for the remedy of seizure and destruction or re-exportation or confiscation is to discourage manufacturers and traders from violating the laid down standards, the alleged floods of substandard products on the market taint this notion with doubts.

Also on the radar of regulatory institutions is the revocation or suspension of the manufacturer’s or importer’s or trader’s licence for non-compliance with the minimum health and safety standards. For example, section 12 (11) of the Standards Act requires the GSA to revoke a certification mark of conformity with the set-out standards. Similarly, breaches of the set-out standards by the FDA regarding food products, drugs, household chemicals, medical devices and herbal medicinal products may occasion the cancellation or revocation of the operating licence through a court order. The orders for the suspension or cancellation of the licence may be issued in addition to, or in place of, any other penalty. The revocation of the licences of rogue traders will possibly signal to consumers that the products of those manufacturers or traders are of poor quality and not safe for consumption.

Other sources of enforcement remedies regulators may pursue against offenders include court actions where persons who are found culpable may either be fined or imprisoned. For instance, a trader or manufacturer who flouts the EC regulatory standards may be sanctioned with a fine not exceeding 250 penalty units or imprisoned for not more than twelve months or both. In the case of a corporate entity, every director or officer of the body corporate or member of the partnership, or any other person concerned with the management of the firm, is to be deemed to have committed the offence and liable to a summary conviction of a fine of not more than 500 penalty units and not less than 250 penalty units. In the case of non-conformity with any provision on the sale of food under the FDA authority, the penalty is a summary conviction with a fine of not less than 1,000 penalty units and not exceeding 7,500 penalty units, or a minimum term of imprisonment of four years and not exceeding fifteen years or to both. Liability for non-compliance regarding drugs, medical devices, cosmetics, herbal medicine and household chemicals is also a summary conviction to a fine of not less than seven thousand five hundred penalty units and not more than fifteen thousand penalty units or a term of imprisonment of not less than fifteen years and not more than twenty-five years or both. Similarly, section 21 (2) of the Standards Act 1973 sets a penalty for a violation to a term of imprisonment not exceeding two years or to a fine of not more than 500 penalty units or both, and in the case of continuing the offence after the initial violation, to a one penalty unit per day of the recurring offence. This may especially arise when a trader or manufacturer uses a revoked certification mark of conformity, or uses a misrepresented mark to create the impression that goods, commodities,
processes, or practices conform with the standard specification when in fact they do not. In the case of an offence by a body corporate other than a partnership concerning the GSA standards, every director and officer of the corporate entity will be deemed to have committed that offence; and where the corporate body is a firm, every partner of the firm will be deemed to have committed the offence. In a nutshell, the remedies which the institutions may apply against manufacturers or importers or traders who are in breach of the regulatory standards are mainly seizure of infringing goods, either for destruction, confiscation or re-export, licence revocation and imposing fines or imprisonment sanctions or applying both fines and imprisonment sanctions. Ideally, the deployment of these remedies has the prospects of compelling adherence to regulatory standards. Such adherence will ensure increased standards of consumer products and consumer safeguards against substandard products and their likely health and safety hazards. The strict adherence to the regulatory standards flowing from deterrence to the enforcement of the existing remedies, however, remains theoretical only. As noted previously, the regulatory authorities have countlessly bemoaned the existence of widespread substandard goods on the market in Ghana. Commentators have equally waded in to allude that the resource capacity of the various institutions is woefully inadequate to cope with the overwhelming onslaught of substandard products on the market. The question then is, are the remedies adequate for the true and meaningful protection of consumers in Ghana? This is further considered below.

5 Deficiency of the Enforcement Remedies

From the preceding review, it is evident that the enforcement remedies available to regulators of the various institutions in Ghana are mainly licenced revocation, seizure of infringing goods (with options of destruction, confiscation or order for re-export of the goods by the trader) as well as fines or imprisonment sanctions or both. These are primarily targeted at punishing the offender of the regulatory standards. Indeed, punishing the offender is important to possibly discourage other potential culprits. The difficulty is that there is no provision for the award of administrative remedies to consumers who are affected on account of a manufacturer or importer or trader’s breach of the regulatory standards. This is worrying, especially for consumers who purchased the goods or products before these are found, by the regulators, to be non-compliant and originally unfit for consumer use. The key question is, what option is available for such a consumer? Interestingly, both the parent acts and legislative instruments are silent on the option available, in the form of a remedy, for such a class of consumers. In other words, the enforcement remedies under the aegis of the regulatory institutions do not cover administrative remedies for such consumers. As observed in the review, while a regulatory institution may carry out market surveillance or investigation as part of its routine checks, it may equally originate from a consumer complaint. In effect, a consumer with a faulty substandard product may file a complaint and this may result in a manufacturer or importer or trader being sanctioned, but the consumer will have no remedy directly to his benefit. Alternatively, a consumer may suffer damage or injury for having bought the non-compliant goods, but the consumer will have no remedy flowing directly from the regulatory remedies or sanctions. Consequently, a consumer who is a victim of having bought such non-compliant goods will be left with no remedy irrespective of the likely hazards and economic implications.

Nevertheless, it may be argued that a consumer who is affected or injured should be able to rely on the common law doctrine of product liability as was laid down in Donoghue v. Stevenson. Especially, the Ghanaian courts are said to strictly apply the doctrine mainly for the protection of consumers in Ghana. The court’s preparedness to strictly apply the product liability theory was particularly demonstrated in the case of Overseas Breweries Ltd. v. Acheampong. In the instant case, the claimant brought an action for the claim of damages against the manufacturer of beer which was contaminated with kerosene. It was held by the court that the defendant, as a manufacturer of the beer, owed a duty of care to the claimant to ensure that the beer sold to him was not contaminated with kerosene and failure to do so could be inferred to be negligence. Also, in Abogye v. Kumasi Brewery Ltd, the claimant developed funny feelings on seeing a rotten palm nut in the beer bottle after consuming three-quarters of the content. Later in the night, the claimant vomited and had frequent stools. Upon his visit to the doctor the following morning, the diarrhoea and vomiting were confirmed to be the result of food poisoning. Consequently, the manufacturers were held liable for negligence in the preparation of the beer which the claimant drank. The court noted that the plaintiff’s illness was probably psychological, but there was no doubt that this was a result of the nut being found in the beer.

The above illustration is a clear affirmation of the willingness of the courts to strictly apply the general principle of product liability doctrine as was laid down in Donoghue v. Stevenson, in holding manufacturers accountable for their negligence. Admittedly, therefore, consumers who are affected or injured may be able to seek redress by relying on the concept of product liability. However, the value of most consumer goods which are individually purchased is often quite small in terms of the purchase price. In contrast, the cost of bringing an action in a court of law, as in many other jurisdictions, is prohibitively high in Ghana. For example, Owusu-Dapaa and Bediako stated that the estimated cost of litigating a civil claim in a circuit court in Ghana is typically in the range of ‘five thousand Ghana cedis (GH¢5000) to anything over ten thousand Ghana cedis (GH¢10,000)’. So, the majority of the average Ghanaian consumers simply cannot afford the cost of instituting and maintaining a claim in a court of law in Ghana. Moreover, excessive delays in the court processes, and the uncertainty of the outcome, generally
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discourage even consumers who could afford the cost of seeking relief at law. The consumer may therefore go without a remedy for his or her inability to bring an action in court for his or her claim against the supplier or manufacturer for the defective goods.

Against this backdrop, it is submitted that the absence of administrative remedies for consumers who might have been victims of buying the goods before the declaration of their lack of conformity to stipulated standards does not portend well for the overall protection of consumers in Ghana. This is especially disturbing because many consumers in Ghana will not be able to afford the excessively high cost of litigating a case in a court of law in Ghana. The plight of the average consumer is further exacerbated in light of the growing spate of substandard goods on the market in Ghana as previously noted. Consequently, the inadequacy of the law to provide for the award of administrative remedies is not helpful to safeguard the interests and rights of consumers.

What might be beneficial to consumers is if the regulatory enforcement measures provide for the provision of compensatory or administrative remedies to consumers who might have been supplied with the goods in violation of the quality and safety regulatory standards. However, this is presently not available under the respective mandate of the regulatory establishments that police the quality and safety standards of goods as demonstrated earlier.

The important question is whether this can be addressed to forestall the case of many consumers remaining at the mercy of defective substandard goods without a remedy. Addressing this is especially vital to ensure that consumers who will be unable to pursue individual claims are offered the necessary protection when supplied with implicated substandard goods.

5.1 Lessons from the Supply of Services to Consumers in Ghana

The regulatory architecture for the supply of various services to consumers in Ghana is formulated with administrative remedies for consumers in the event of a breach. The regulated services in question encompass financial services, telecommunication services, and utility services such as water, electricity, and gas. Both financial and non-financial commercial institutions in Ghana are regulated by the Bank of Ghana. The National Communications Authority superintends the delivery of quality telecommunication services to consumers in Ghana. The regulation of the supply of utility services covering water, electricity, and gas to consumers equally rests on the shoulders of the Public Utility Regulatory Commission (PURC). In the exercise of their enforcement powers directed at ensuring that consumers are supplied with quality services, these regulatory bodies may direct the compensation of consumers who unjustly suffered as a result of the service provider’s breach of consumer regulatory standards. For example, the Public Utilities AQ3
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5.2 Lessons from South Africa and the UK Regulatory Enforcement of Consumer Law

Recent development in other jurisdictions offers interesting ideas that could possibly assist in the fashioning of a Ghanaian solution regarding the provision of relief for victims of a trader’s breach of regulatory standards regarding the quality and safety of products. While several countries approach the subject differently, the comparative analysis will be limited to South Africa and the UK due to the available space. In South Africa, the overarching goal to ‘protect consumers from hazards to their well-being and safety’ as well as ‘develop effective means of redress for consumers’ are at the heart of the Consumer Protection Act (CPA) 2008, as elegantly set out under the preamble to the CPA 2008. The National Consumer Commission (NCC), established by the CPA, is empowered to entertain consumer complaints, assess the merit of the complaint through investigation and refer the matter to a sector-specific ombudsman or provincial consumer courts or tribunals for settlement, but remained as an appeal forum for consumers who are not satisfied with the decision of the ombudsman or the consumer court or tribunal.

In cases where the NCC determines a matter following investigation, the NCC may proceed to make a consent order including an award of damages to the complainant as the victim of the breach. The model in South Africa is a good one, but the requirements for the NCC to refer a complaint with merit to either sector-specific ombudsman or a consumer court or tribunal will be problematic in Ghana at the moment against the backdrop of the current non-existence of sector-specific ombudsman and consumer courts or tribunals in Ghana. More importantly, there is presently no dedicated consumer protection authority or council responsible for a broad range of consumer matters as is the case in South Africa. It is, therefore, submitted that the South African model will not be ideal for the present limits of the law in Ghana on account of the peculiarity of the domestic circumstances in Ghana. This does not rule out the possible viability of a wholesale adaptation of the South African model in Ghana, but beyond the present analysis. With a particular focus on the scope of the present analysis, the South African model stands unsuitable.

Turning to the law in England and Wales, regulatory enforcers and civil courts are empowered to attach ‘Enhanced Consumer Measures’ (ECMs) in giving enforcement orders or accepting undertakings by traders to avoid or stop the violation of consumer legislation. In particular, under Part 8 of the Enterprise Act 2002, enforcers had the authority to initiate formal enforcement orders or to accept undertakings of businesses not to violate consumer law where informal measures failed. These were mainly to bring rogue traders into compliance with the relevant consumer legislation but did not offer a direct remedy to consumers who might have suffered as victims of the breach, as similarly discussed earlier concerning the present enforcement remedies for breach of quality and safety standards in Ghana.

The Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA 2015), however, went further to amend the Enterprise Act by introducing ‘ECMs’ into Part 8 of the Enterprise Act 2002. The ECMs essentially empower the courts and enforcers to attach ‘a range of ECMs that are just, reasonable and proportionate’ when accepting an undertaking by a trader, or when issuing an enforcement order. The ECMs are basically in three categories reflecting redress, compliance, and choice, and may be deployed in transactions involving goods and services. It is significant to highlight from the onset that both the compliance and the choice categories of the ECMs are not meant to provide relief to consumer victims of a trader’s breach of consumer law. The enforcement orders or undertakings under the compliance category are meant to prevent or reduce the risk associated with the occurrence or repetition of breach conduct or secure improvement of compliance with consumer law more generally. On the other hand, the choice category focuses on enforcing compelling traders with a history of breaching consumer law to publish such breaches and their line of action in complying with the law to enable consumers to choose more effectively between traders, and has been titled as ‘Consumer Information Measures’ in the Guidance for enforcers of consumer law.

So, clearly, the principal objectives of both categories, though useful, do not act as a solution to the current
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limitation of the law in Ghana. Moreover, the seizure and destruction of infringing goods, the administrative fines, and the revocation of operating licences as measures available to the regulatory institutions are vital measures capable of securing future compliance in the Ghanaian context, if they are practically enforced. Nevertheless, the approach of the CRA 2015 where enforcers may provide traders with possible actionable guidance to preventing future violations is novel, but this is not the current issue of concern to the law in Ghana. Consequently, both categories of ECMs do not directly provide a solution to the current deficiency of the law in Ghana. The redress category which targets the victim of the breach is, therefore, considered further below focusing on whether its approach contains viable lessons for adaptation in the local Ghanaian context.

6 The Redress Category of the ECMs

The redress category has three sets of measures incorporated into section 219 A (2) of the Enterprise Act 2002 by the CRA 2015. These include: (a) measures offering compensation or another redress to consumers who have suffered loss as a result of the conduct which has given rise to the enforcement order or undertaking, or (b) measures offering consumers the option to terminate (but not vary) the contract, and (c) where the affected consumers cannot be identified or their identification could be disproportionate to the enforcement order or undertaking, measures intended to be in the collective interests of consumers could be applied. Whilst the courts have not had the opportunity to comment on the exact import of the provision, the Explanatory Notes of the CRA and leading commentators have made observations regarding the possible construction that may be given to the provision by the courts.

In particular, the redress category is said to be the primary basis of the ECMs, and as such, the redress category is to take priority if applying all three categories of ECMs will be disproportionate to the breach caused by the trader. The significant aspect of the redress category of the ECMs is that the main targets of the measures are the victims of the trader’s breach of consumer law as noted earlier. This is because the measures seek to remedy the harm that the consumer has suffered on account of the trader’s failure to act within the regulatory requirements. The remedy may come in a form of financial compensation, or a right to terminate the contract, with presumably restitutionary consequences. It has, therefore, been stated that the measures under the redress category are meant to either compensate ‘consumers who have suffered loss as a result of the breach of consumer law’ or give the affected consumers the option to terminate the contract or require the trader to undertake an act directed to the collective interest of all affected consumers where their identification will be disproportionate.

In effect, the applications of the ECMs are not only to bring about compliance and relevant information to consumers but are also meant to offer a direct remedy to affected consumers. The emphasis that the redress category should take priority when applying all the categories will be disproportionate, further highlights the primary aim of the ECMs to ensure that affected consumers are not left without a direct remedy.

The redress category of the ECMs is consistent with the administrative remedies available to regulators in the supply of services to consumers in Ghana, as observed earlier. In effect, introducing administrative remedies in Ghana for regulators to apply in their enforcement of consumer law regarding the quality and safety of goods will receive a warm welcome. A similar measure in the quality and safety standards of goods in Ghana will be practically helpful in resolving the present situation whereby affected consumers have no direct redress in regulatory actions against traders who are in breach of consumer law unless they bring a separate civil action in a court of law. Introducing a similar enhanced consumer redress scheme will particularly ensure that those who cannot afford to initiate and sustain an action in a court of law, due to the cost or litigation, can obtain redress through the regulation of the courts attaching such measures to their enforcement options of fines or imprisonment or both. This is particularly important to take into consideration the vulnerability of the majority of consumers in Ghana who may not even contemplate an action in court as noted earlier.

In the supply of service sector as observed earlier, regulators are vested with powers to award administrative remedies in a form of compensating affected consumers. The issue, however, is that the power to award administrative remedies centres primarily on the supply of services with complete
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exclusion of issues of the quality and safety standards of goods. The existing remedies in Ghana also preclude the right to terminate the contract presumably due to the monopoly of the supply of most services, such as utility service providers in Ghana. Despite the confinement of the present remedies to the supply of services to consumers, the existing power of the regulators to award compensatory remedies to consumers in their enforcement dispensation provides an important starting point for the introduction of the wider enhanced consumer redress scheme in Ghana. Especially, adopting the CRA 2015 redress category of the ECMs in Ghana will easily play out as an extension of the prevailing consumer redress within the domain of the supply of services to consumers in Ghana. The enhanced consumer redress measure in Ghana as similarly introduced by the CRA 2015 into the Enterprise Act 2002 will provide regulators with a set of flexible options to apply remedies such as compensation, termination of the transaction or compel the undertaking of measures in the collective interest of consumers where identifying affected consumers will be disproportionate to the offence. This will ensure that the enhanced consumer redress will not only operate in the case of utilities in Ghana, but will similarly be available for consumers of various goods and services in Ghana.

One important aspect of the enhanced consumer redress measures under English and Welsh law, which will similarly be critical in Ghana, is that the consumer acceptance of the redress offered as an ECM is not mandatory. In particular, under the law in England and Wales, it has been contended that the individual consumer is not obliged to accept an ECM being offered as a part of the court’s or the enforcer’s enforcement order or acceptance of an undertaking. The individual consumer is not precluded from pursuing a separate claim for relief in a court of law. However, when choosing to bring a separate action, the consumer in question must not have accepted an ECM.

It is worth noting that the provision under the law in Ghana which empowers the PURC, for example, to discretionarily direct a utility service provider who is in breach of consumer law to pay compensation to the victim equally stipulates that a consumer may opt to seek judicial relief without being obliged to accept the compensation.

It is therefore submitted that a similar requirement will be critical in adopting the enhanced consumer redress measures in Ghana. In particular, providing such an option will allow individuals the opportunity to seek a separate redress without being obliged to take what is being offered as an ECM when introduced into the regime in Ghana. This is significant to avoid the potential of denying consumers who might consider the ECM as being unsatisfactory, and who might be capable and willing to seek better redress outcomes. Nevertheless, as indicated earlier, those who may not be able to assert their rights to the claim of the required remedy will benefit from the enhanced consumer redress measure when introduced in Ghana, bearing in mind the domestic conditions. This will help in giving effect to remedies consumers are entitled to under the law when introduced in Ghana.

One other important criterion that will similarly be useful in introducing the redress ECM in Ghana and be worth highlighting, is that the application of the measure only follows where the trader is in breach of consumer law resulting in the court or enforcer’s enforcement order or acceptance of an undertaking as pertaining under the law in England and Wales. Having a requirement to the effect that the application of the ECM, when introduced in Ghana, should precede where the seller is charged with an offence or breached a consumer protection enactment will similarly be helpful to the cause of consumers in Ghana. First, this will ensure that providers of services or suppliers of goods whose conduct seeks to undermine the relevant consumer-related laws are dissuaded from the acts to avoid being blacklisted. More importantly, it will ensure that consumers who are affected by the conduct are given a remedy. The overall effect will be that a trader who is found guilty of a breach of the requirement of the law will not only result in fines or imprisonment but will as well attract civil liabilities, especially to consumers who are affected for having bought the particular goods or services.

In short, the redress category of the ECMs under the law in England and Wales will be viable in remedying the present lack of direct remedy for affected consumers in the enforcement remedies of regulators in Ghana. This is particularly because of the tripartite strands of the redress category where consumers who have suffered loss as a result of a breach of the health and safety standard may be compensated, or where affected consumers may be given the option to terminate the contract, and/or where the trader will be required to undertake acts in the collective interest of all affected consumers in cases of likely disproportionate identification of affected consumers. The adoption of the redress category of the ECMs will ensure that not only consumers of services will get relief when affected as a result of a breach of the defined standards, but also consumers of goods who suffer due to a breach of the established quality and safety standards.

7 Conclusion

This article demonstrates that the prevailing regulatory enforcement remedies for the quality and safety of consumer goods placed less focus on victims of regulatory breaches by traders and manufacturers regarding the quality and safety standards of goods. As shown in the analysis, there is no direct redress for consumers of goods in the regulatory enforcement remedies except in the cases of the supply of services to consumers. The regulatory institutions’ primary enforcement remedies are concentrated on the seizure and destruction of infringing goods, administering fines and imprisonment sanctions and licence revocation. While these are crucial with the likely object of compelling traders to act in compliance with the law, consumers who are affected by buying such goods before the detection of the deviation of the goods from the national safety standards will have no redress unless they pursue a separate claim at law. This article nevertheless demonstrates that the cost of litigation, delays and the small cost nature of many consumer goods may consequently discourage most consumers from contemplating judicial relief. Moreover, the
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majority of consumers simply cannot afford the prohibitive cost of litigation and may therefore be left without a remedy.

Drawing guidance from the regulatory remedies in the supply of services in Ghana, the approach to remedies under the South African regime and the remedies under the Enterprise Act 2002 as amended by the CRA 2015 in the UK, this article argues that the redress category of the ECMs, with its tripartite structure will similarly be viable in resolving the present deficiency of the regulatory enforcement remedies regarding the quality and safety standards of goods in Ghana. It has been demonstrated abundantly clearly that the existence of possible relief for affected consumers under the supply of services to consumers in Ghana, is an indication that comparable remedies for consumers in the enforcement of the quality and safety standards of goods will likely receive a welcome reception. This article, therefore, submits that introducing administrative remedies into the enforcement remedies of the regulatory institutions in Ghana is crucial to ensuring that the majority of consumers, who cannot afford to seek relief at law, can obtain redress when they are supplied with non-compliant goods.